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Humans have exploited the wealth of nature at the cost of their and the environment's
health. The current stage of the earth, even now during this pandemic, is the cause of centuries of
exploitation of earth and its resources. Above all, if we wish to survive and continue our life on
earth then we have to take measures. These environmental artists can help us to understand the
environmental nature and surroundings in which we live. Hopefully, this exhibition’s measures
to spotlight our planet’s declining health will push people into joining the mission to help save it
and our next generation’s future.
Adam Eddy’s artwork calls attention to environmental concerns. As a result the employs
the elements around him as source materials, borrowing from everyday life.- presenting the
subtle reminders of human civilization. The creation of his bodies of work provides insights into
the social comment, aesthetics, and transformation of Earth. Challenges its viewers to reflect on
our Earthly roots.
Mixed Media artist Kellie Bornhorft works to create a full sensory experience for her
viewers. She allows us to see the beauty in rocks and how even though they are supposedly
static. objects they hold decades of ancestral energy. She causes her viewers to explore deep
within the Earth’s changing climate as well as challenging them to explore further than their
limited perception of seeing nonliving matter as inert.

Rice 2
Artist Ronald Lambert (Ron) creates haunting, post-apocalyptic creations that tell us of a
near-future dystopia. These uncanny situations seem to announce a scenario: This is how our
world will look if we continue to abuse it. His artworks mimic the pace of which humans lived as
well as address our efforts to make sense and or control our environment.
All of these works mentioned above give people insights into the deterioration of the
climate we live in. Each of these artists is giving numerous efforts to show viewers how they
should be perceiving and discussing these issues to the world. Given the shifting climate caused
by the recent pandemic bringing this exhibit to light can serve as an opportunity to bring
attention to our past and present relationship with our environment.

